
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Legal Risk Management Landscape 

General Counsel are frequently tasked with “managing risk” as this 
broad but often vague task is seen by many businesses as a “legal 
thing”. Managing risk is consequently fast becoming one of the GC’s 
primary roles.  

However, it’s not just about financial risks. Due to the ever increasing 
regulatory burden placed on all businesses, legal risk management is 
moving up the agenda for businesses (and their GCs) across all 
business areas and in all sectors. 

To help address this challenge, and to meet the increased demand 
placed on In-house legal teams for compliance support, OMC 
Partners have developed  a range of tools to help identify, log, track 
and mitigate a wide array of legal risks.  These practical and proven 
tools have been developed with leading GC to address their 
increasing responsibilities. 

 

What is your approach to 
managing legal risk? OMC 
Partners can help you. 

 
OMC Partners have been helping major in-
house legal teams substantially improve their 
approaches towards legal risk for a number of 
years.  

We are able to move quickly, advising and 
delivering fixed fee solutions in the following 
areas: 
• Creating Legal Risk Registers to help 

you identify, classify and then action 

and monitor risks 

• Working with you to identify and 

define Key Risk Indicators specific to 

your business needs 

• Producing best practice, sector-

specific legal risk policies and 

procedures 

• Helping you identify your appetite to 

legal risk, dovetailing this with your 

business’ wider approach to risk 

• Designing “heat maps” and other 

visual reports to improve 

management information  

• Managing implementation – helping 

you move to the new approach to legal 

risk

For more information on how we can help you, please visit www.omc-partners.com  

or contact Matt Peacock (+44 (0)783 1144450, matt.peacock@omc-partners.com). 
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